NOTICE OF CONTRACT AMENDMENT

TO: TRUGREEN LANDCARE
5512 VINE STREET
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22310

DATE ISSUED: May 13, 2013
CONTRACT NO: 2-11LW
AMENDMENT NO.: 4

THIS IS A NOTICE OF CONTRACT AMENDMENT AND NOT AN ORDER. NO WORK IS AUTHORIZED UNTIL THE VENDOR RECEIVES A VALID COUNTY PURCHASE ORDER ENCUMBERING CONTRACT FUNDS.

THE ABOVE REFERENCED CONTRACT IS AMENDED AS FOLLOWS:

I. ADD THE FOLLOWING LOCATION UNDER SEVEN (7) DAY MOWING AT NO ADDITIONAL COST

NEW # 241
Vacation Lane & 25th Street, North Median at Intersection
SERVICE TYPE: Utility (U)

EMPLOYEES NOT TO BENEFIT:
NO COUNTY EMPLOYEES SHALL RECEIVE ANY SHARE OR BENEFIT OF THIS CONTRACT NOT AVAILABLE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC.

VENDOR CONTACT: JOHN TAGLIAFERRI
VENDOR PAYMENT TERMS: NET 30 DAYS
COUNTY CONTACT: HELENA GILBERT
EMAIL ADDRESS: HGILBE@ARLINGTONVA.US

TELEPHONE NO.: 703-921-9000
EMAIL ADDRESS: JOHN.TAGLIAFERRI@LANDCARE.COM
TELEPHONE NO.: 703-226-7981

CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION
Maryam M. Zahour, CPFP
Procurement Officer

DATE 5/13/13

DISTRIBUTION
VENDOR: 1
BID FOLDER: 2